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Kinetically Confirmed Trades
My Kinetic Corner will be filled with trades that I have kinetically 

confirmed based on criteria built out using my volume profile 

indicator. Let me review those with you now, my closers:

To start, let’s go over my Volume Profile and its parts:

1. The Point of Control (POC)

2. Thin zones

3. The value area and its support and resistance lines

These three concepts are the first things I always focus on.

Next, I look at how each stock we review reacts to their 200-day 

and 50-day moving averages. These moving averages are widely 

watched, and they also serve as support and resistance areas.

I like to use them to confirm the value area support and resistance lines. 

Doing this helps me identify high-opportunity buy and sell zones.

Finally, I use price channels and Fibonacci retracement levels to 

round out the list of my tools. Each of these is like a voice voting 

yay or nay. That is super important, I want lots of confirmation 

from these indicators to give me a loud and clear message.

When you look at the charts this way, you’ll begin to see what I 

see. The kinetic confirmation is the sound I hear when these voices agree.

https://content-app-gateway.wmc.14west.io/creative-preview/7c39e56b-e7e0-4cda-b0d9-b2adab5268d1?utm_source=eletter&utm_medium=email
https://content-app-gateway.wmc.14west.io/creative-preview/7c39e56b-e7e0-4cda-b0d9-b2adab5268d1?utm_source=eletter&utm_medium=email
https://moneymorninglive.com/rooms/main/money-morning-live-resources/how-to-read-a-vp-chart
https://moneymorninglive.com/rooms/main/money-morning-live-resources/how-to-read-a-vp-chart
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That’s the magic baby! When those voices sing together, we can 
make music in the markets!

In this section, I will also show you examples of how I kinetically 
confirm other trading expert’s ideas too. When Kenny, CJ, Garrett 
and Mark visit the room, we get a lot of ideas to trade with. When I 
confirm their trades, those become high-opportunity hits.

That is some awesome stuff! But I want to show you how to rock-
and-roll with it, so here in this freely available letter, I’ll draw on 
some examples of the ideas those guys give.

Let me walk you through my kinetic confirmation on a stock I like: ZS

I talked about a trade in ZS last Thursday in my paid room. I don’t 
normally give these out to the free side but I can do what I like 
in my room! I still like this trade for an entry even though I pre-
viewed it a few days ago.

This trade setup has been Kinetically confirmed- let’s look at 
the reasons: 

●  The ZS chart shows a strong down trending channel, this is im-
portant for any trade. The trend of a stock is always an import key 
I look for.

● The channel gives us a downside target of 100, based on the 
Fibonacci tool that I use. Fibonacci is widely followed, so there are 
lots of traders watching- the more eyes the better.

● My Volume Profile is giving us a breakdown signal. That is super 
important. Volume Profile signals are a main part of my Kinetic 
Confirmation trades! I use all three parts of the volume profile, 
together they are a rocking great tool.
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Another thing about ZS - it is a high Beta stock. That means it 
moves faster than the market, in both up and down moves. So, 
if the market does move higher after we enter, that could be a 
negative thing for this trade. Of course, when the market moves 
down- Bingo!

Garrett Baldwin researched the best way to enter this trade for us. 
Since ZS is an expensive trade to short, he analyzed the ZS option 
screen and gave us his best option pick. The Put he recommended 
is way cheaper than shorting the stock. It can give us some great 
Vos type returns!

We have a lot of our trading experts daily in my room that can 
spot and alert us to great opportunities. Then you will get to hear 
me kinetically confirm what they are seeing. I will use all of my 
kinetic confirming tools to find only the best setups- That is how I  
roll for you all!

XXX $$$,
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